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ABSTRACT

Gas-puff z-pinch plasmas are driven by an inductive voltage adder - inductive energy
storage pulsed power generator "ASO-)C'. ASO-X has the performance of the maximum
output voltage and current are 180 kV and 400 kA respectively and can provide a fast rise
time current with operating POS. The stability of the plasma column, spectrum radiated from
z-pinch plasmas and the spatial distribution of hot spots are investigated in the case with and
without operating POS. By driving ASO-X with operating POS the kink instability is
restrained and the stability of plasma column is improved about three times in regard to the
average dispersion. Furthermore the duration of soft xay radiation is increased and the
spatial distribution of hot spots is 50 improved with regard to kurtosis of the intensity
profile of pinhole photographs compared to those without operating POS.

L Introduction
Soft x-mys, especially in the range of water window, are well wordiy for industrial

applications such like x-ray lithography('), microscopy"), physical or experimental
measurement and so on. Several methods for radiating soft xays are studied in many
institutes and gas-puff z-pinch scheme is one of favorable methods for soft xay radiation.
This scheme has the advantage of cost performance for the equipment in comparison with
synchrotron orbital radiation (SOR) and relatively high intensity in comparison with laser
excitation method. But it is difficult to produce stable and reproducible soft xay radiation
and hot spots due to lack of the uniformity of injected gas distributions, current value and rise
time flowing through the plasmas in the experimental conditions. (3X4) They cause Rayleigh-
Taylor, kink =l mode) and sausage (m=O mode) instabilities in the z-pinch plasmas In
order to improve the uniformity of the injected gas between the electrodes, using a mesh
cathode is one of the solutions. By the influence of a reflection of the in ected gas on the
cathode surface, the gas flow is fallen into disorder and then the uniformity of the gas
distribution between the electrodes becomes deficient. In our previous work an inductive
energy storage pulsed power generator ASO-11 was used as a power source and then the
stability of plasma column and the spatial stability of hot spots was improved by using the
mesh cathode and wire fiises as an opening switch.('X') The current with improved rise time
flows thorough the plasmas then the constriction velocity of plasmas is faster and the
localized instability on plasma column is restrained.
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In this study, a pulsed power generator ASO-V'� was used as a driver for the z-pinch
plasmas. ASO-X utilizing an inductive voltage adder technology delivers a current with a
short rise time to the z-pinch plasmas as a load. The rise time is shorten by operating the
plasma opening switch (POS). The behavior of z-pinch plasmas associated with the rise time
of the current was investigated. The current with different rise time is generated by with and
without operating the POS and then the stability of plasma column, xray spectrum and spatial
distribution of hot spots are observed. Those experimental results and discussion are
described in this paper.

11. Experknental setup
Figure I shows the schematic illustration of the gas-puff z-pinch plasmas driver ASO-X.

ASO-X is using an inductive voltage adder technology and consists of three stages and total 6
capacitors, magnetic cores, field distortion spark gap switches and POS. The length, width
and height of ASO-X generator are about 30 in, 1.8 in and 16 in, respectively. The
capacitance of each capacitor is 32 gF and the total inductance of the generator is
approximately 330 nH. The maximum charging voltage at each capacitor is 60 kV and the
total stored energy is 35 W. The maximuin output voltage is 180 kV and the peak current is
400 kA with 14 ILs of the quarter period. In this experiment the charging voltage is 30 M
The magnetic cores have the high relative permeability (50000) and these make the current
flow through the selective path in the circuit. The field distortion spark gap switches are
connected with each capacitor and triggered these capacitors when they are fred by a single
trigatron spark gap switch. The POS is constituted by 6 plasma guns to produce the plasma
source for opening switch operation. The conduction time of the switch is varied by adjusting
the delay time between the triggering the plasma guns and the firing ASO-X.

In the gas-puff z-pinch section, the anode electrode of the gas-puff z-pinch plasmas is made
of brass and the diameter is 30 mm. The gas spout hole, the diameter of 5mm, is in the center
of the anode. The cathode electrode is copper tube with a dianieter of 60 mm and the top is
covered with stainless steel mesh wires for decreasing the reflection of the injected gas on the
cathode surface. The separation between the electrodes is about 10 nun. The Ar gas for
plasmas source is filled in the magnetic fast valve at the pressure of 0. 15 N[Pa and then inject
into the z-pinch region fi-om. the anode spout hole by actuating the valve. The pressure in the
chamber of z-pinch device section is about x I Cr' Pa.
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Figure 1. Schematic ustration of the ASO-X generator. Figure 2 Configuration of the z-pinch device with
POS section.
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In this experiment the behavior of plasma column, the spectrum from z-pinch plasmas and
the spatial distribution of hot spots in the case of ASO-X without operating POS (no-POS
mode) and with operating POS (POS mode) are investigated. The behavior of the plasma
column is observed with image converter camera (Hadland photonics IMACON 750) with
framing mode. The x-ray spectra radiated from z-pinch plasmas are recorded on the x-ray film.
(Kodak DEF-392) by a spectrograph (Yogansson type 07-200 made by firm Eopulse in USA
together with Kurchakov Institute in Russia, 2d =6.68 A). The spatial distribution of hot spots
is observed with a pinhole camera that the diameter of pinhole is 300 grn and covered with a
3 gm-thick Al filter. Soft x-rays are detected by a PIN-photo diode covered with a 3 m-thick
Al filter. The source and load currents are measured by a Rogowski coil and a B-dot probe,
respectively. The configuration of the z-pinch device with POS section is shown in Fig. 2.

HI. Experimental results and discussion
Figure 3 shows the typical waveforms of current for ASO-X and PIN-photo diode for soft

x-rays. (a) is in the case of ASO-X without operating POS (no-POS mode) and (b) is in the
case of ASO-X with operating POS (POS mode). In (b), the light gray line means the
generator current and the dark black line means the load current flowing through the z-pinch
plasmas. When the POS is not operated a quarter period of the current is about 14 ts and the
peak current value is about 180 kA. Soft x-rays are detected at 13 Ls after the current begins
to flow through the plasmas. On the other hand the current rise time becomes faster for
operating POS although the peak current value is almost same compared with no-POS mode.
This means that the POS section does not consurne the energy practically and the opening
operation in POS is performed satisfactorily. X-rays are detected at 0.8 �ts after the load
current begins to flow.
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Figure 3 Typical current and x-ray waveforms for ASO-X. (a) is in no-POS mode. (b) is in

POS mode.

Figure 4 shows the typical framing photographs of the discharge luminosity with the
waveforrns of soft x-ray and monitor signal of image converter camera. (a) is no-POS mode
and (b) is POS mode, respectively. The numbers indicated on the soft x-ray waveform
correspond to the numbers on the framing photograph. The exposure time and inter-frame
time for these photographs are 10 ns and 50 ns. In both modes, plasmas are generated along
the shape of injected gas that spreads out from the anode to the cathode. But the plasma
column bents obviously and strong kink (m=l) instability occurs on the photograph number 2
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in no-POS niode, Yurthernkore fl�e column is torn ff partly ll the sft x-ra-y is emitted
around this time, Then the plasnia column is torn off conipletely at duses kwtween the
electrodes O the other hand the plasina clumn, at the pholograph nurnbler'-2 in POS mode is
stable aong he z-aAs afthiough flite parts of te sausage instability (n=O) are seen. Then the
plasma Mug inn is orn off pw-fly its same as that in no-K)S mode ut time Kink instability is not
seen. The. sf xray sgnal is t tected just after photograph nwrtbtx and the ph3ma MM=
diff-uses in the photograph nbe 4 and afieTvuard.
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Figure 4 Framing photographs of the discharge luminosity and the waveforins of soft X-ray
and image converter camera monitor signals. (a) is no-POS mode (b) is POS mode

Based on the results of figure 4 the incidence inclinations of kink or sausage instability at
the difference of current rise time are investigated to calculate the centerline of plasma
column on 10 framing photographs in each mode. As the concrete method, the most unstable
plasma column is chosen for each framing photograph and is converted to a binary image on
the computer. And then the centerline of plasma column is calculated in the range of plus-
minus 35 mm from the middle of between anode and cathode. Figure shows this process for
instance and the nesult of enterfines obtained by this method is shown in figure 6 These

Conwr! 0 inar image calculate the cIlIffEine

F'igure 5. prccess of calculating the centerline of plasma column.
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Figure 6 Centerlines of plasma column. (a) is no-POS mode. (b) is'POS mode.

centerlines of plasma column for IO shots are superposed on each graph. Comparing (a) with
(b) generally, the frequency and the amplitude of centerlines in no-POS mode are lower and
larger than that in POS mode. The low frequency and the large aplitude of centerline mean
the strong kink instability occurs in the plasma column. The average dispersion calculated
from these centerlines is 00374 for no-POS mode and 0035587 for POS mode. These
results indicate the incidence tendency of kink instability is dominant for no-POS mode and
sausage instability is dominant for POS mode. And furthermore the stability in regard to the
average dispersion is improved about three times by operating POS.

Figure 7 (a) and (b) show the time-integrated photographs of soft x-rays spectra and the
intensity profiles along the wavelength. (a) is in no-POS mode and (b) is in POS mode,
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Figure . Time-integrated photographs of soft x-ray spectrum and the intensity profiles of
spectrum scanned along the wavelength. (a) is in no-POS mode. (b) is in POS mode. Each
photograph is superposed for 10 shots of z-pinch discharges.
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respectively. Each photograph is superposed for 10 shots of z-pinch discharge. In both
photographs three spectra are appeared and these lines are estimated to come from Ar XVII
(I s2-1 s2p) I P, 3P and Ar XVI ion. I)() But the exposure intensity of spectra in POS mode is
obviously higher compared with that in no-POS mode.

The dependence of soft x-ray intensity on tp is shown in fig. 8. The tp is defined as the time
between the current begins to flow through the plasmas and the soft x-ray is detected by the
PIN-photo diode. The empty and solid circles correspond to no-POS mode and POS mode,
respectively. The tp for POS mode is less than that for no-POS mode in fig. 8. This means the
average velocity of pinched plasmas for POS mode is faster than that for no-POS mode
although the overall intensity of soft x-ray is not so different for both cases. Figure 9 shows
the average integrated value of soft x-ray waveform measured with PIN-photo diode. In this
result the integrated value of soft x-ray in POS mode is twice as high as that in no-POS mode.
This means the pulse width of soft x-ray waveform is extended, namely, the radiation time of
soft x-ray from hot spot increases because of repressing the instability of z-pinch plasmas for
POS mode. Therefore, the light exposure of spectra for POS mode increases as compared with
that for no-POS mode in fig. 7.
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Figure 8. Dependence of PIN-photo diode Figure 9. Integrated value of PIN-photo diode
maximum intensity on Tp. signal
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Figure 10. Pinhole photographs of hot spots. (a) is in no-POS mode. (b) is in POS mode.
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Typical pinhole photographs of hot spots in each mode are shown in Fig. 10(a) and (b).
Some hot spots in (a) stray off the z-axis and are mainly generated in the middle of between
the electrodes. In contrast, the hot spots in (b) are almost distributed on the z-axis uniformly
and the spatial stability of hot spots in radial direction seems to be improved. In order to
evaluate the stability of the hot spots, the intensity profiles integrated along the z-axis which
are obtained from Fig. IO are shown in Fig. I I (a) and (b). Furthermore, the kurtosis for those
profiles in each mode is calculated. The kurtosis is an index for expressing the sharpness of
the distribution profile and calculated by equation (1),

kwiosis -XI (1)'S
where x is average value, s is standard deviation.

The kurtosis values for no-POS mode and POS mode are 12.898 and 19.476 respectively.
The larger kurtosis indicates the less scattering of hot spots in the radial direction and the
good spatial stability of hot spots. Spatial stability for POS mode is improved 5 1 % compared
with that for no-POS mode in terms of the average value of kurtosis. This reduction of hot
spots in the radial direction is important thing when z-pinch plasmas are used for industrial
applications.

Average kurtosis: 12.M Average ketosis: 19.476
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Figure IL Integral intensity profiles obtained firom fig. 6 and other shots. (a) is in no-POS mode.
(b) is in POS mode.

IV. Conclusion
Gas-puff z-pinch plasmas are driven by an inductive voltage adder - inductive energy

storage pulsed power generator ASO-X. The plasma behavior is observed and the incidence
tendency of kink or sausage instability at the difference of current rise time is investigated to
calculate the centerline of plasma column on the photographs in the case of ASO-X without
operating POS and with operating POS. Moreover the spectrum radiated fi-orn z-pinch
plasmas and the spatial stability of hot spots are investigated and those results are compared
in each case.

As an analysis of the centerline of plasma column calculated fi-om the framing photographs
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of plasma behavior the kink instability in plasma column is restrained and the stability in
regard to the average dispersion is iproved about three times by operating POS.

The exposure intensity of spectrum is increased by operating POS. There is no significant
difference in the intensity of PIN-photo diode signal in each case but the average time-
integrated value of PIN-photo diode signal is increased in POS mode. Moreover the spatial
stability of hot spots is about 50 % improved with regard to kurtosis of the intensity profile of
pinhole photographs.

The tp with operating POS is shorter than that without operating POS, namely, the average
drift velocity of plasma column is faster. So the instability on the plasma column is restrained
and the uniform constriction over the plasma column is attained. Consequently the duration of
soft x-ray radiation is increased and the spatial stability of hot spots is improved by the
current with short rise time.
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ABSTRACT

Plasma was generated from copper powder by pulsed high current discharges. Early stage
of discharge with the powder was observed using image-converter cameras. Light emission
was found around the surface of powder particles. A filamentary current channel was formed
between a cathode and the anode plasma that is seen in vacuum sparks. Laser shadowgraph
method was employed to observe evaporation process of the particles. Increase of the particle
radius by the vaporization of the surface was confirmed in the hemisphere part of the particle
to which electrons bombarded from the cathode.

1. Introduction
The plasma generation from powder is a new method with various advantages in

comparison with using gases, which are widely applied in plasma sources. The control of
spatial distribution of transiently injected powder is easier because of its larger mass, which
makes a diffusion velocity slower than that of pure gases. Since powder is solid state, there
are more kinds of plasma material to be used as plasma medium in comparison with gases.

There are variety of applications of the powder plasma such as Z-pinches, intense soft X-
ray source, high-voltage insulation techniques, and formation of fine particles or thin-film in
material science. Recently, Wire-array Z-pinches and gas-puff Z-pinches that can create high-
density plasma are widely studied for intense soft X-ray sources. Although gas-puff Z-pincbes
are performed with a high repetition rate, it is difficult to control the initial density profile.
Wire-array Z-pinches cannot be operated repeatedly so fast, because it takes time to place the
wire-array again between the electrodes. The powder-generated plasma can overcome these
problems.

We created the plasma by pulsed discharges on the powder that was injected in vacuum.
The powder injection is controlled by electrostatic forces, which work effectively to handle
small particles in vacuum. In this paper, the early stage of the powder discharge was examined
optically. The particle is supposed to become the plasma by passing through complicated
processes. Vaporization at the powder surface must be dominant in early stage of the
discharge. Since the capacitor energy was so high that high current discharge made
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observation of vaporization process of the powder impossible in the previous experiments, in

which light emitted from the expanding anode plasma was so intense. The capacitor energy

was reduced to suppress the evaporation of the anode surface. The observation scheme of

visible light by an image-converter camera was not suitable for detecting the evaporation

process that will be examined by measuring the temporal change of outer diameter of the

particles. Therefore, we adopted the laser shadowgraphy to observe vaporization process of
the powder explicitly.

11. Experimental Apparatus

1. Powder supply system

We employed spherical copper powder of the
diameter of about 1001t.m. Fig.1 shows a

micrograph of the copper powder particles with a

diameter of 150 im. It is apparent that particles

are spherical and their diameters are almost

similar. Exact spatial and temporal control of the

powder between the discharge electrodes is

required in order to generate the powder-plasma.

The powder injection must establish the fixed
spatial distribution and must be synchronized with Fig. Photomicrograph of powder

the discharge. We have examined various control

methods so far, from which we chose an electrostatic method because of high controllability

and easy handling in vacuum.

Vacuum chamber

Pre-ionization Main discharge
r- - -- - - ------------------

ND

500 5OOpF 5k
I-- ------ ---------------- - - 0-511F

--------------- - -

Main dischar9&____"' Pre-ionization ----------------------- I
electrodes Powder----+e

Powder supply_� 0% GND
electrodes

HV I
_____J

Insulating supply
system

Fig.2 Experimental setup of the pulsed discharge with an electrostatic powder supply system
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A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig-2 A powder injection system was

placed under the main discharge electrode. Two plane circular electrodes were placed

separated by an acrylic insulating spacer with the thickness of 10 mm and the inner diameter

of 16 mm. The upper electrode was also the anode for main discharges and has a hole of 2

mm in diameter at the center for the powder injection. The lower electrode was designed to

have an inclination so that the powder may always return to the central after the operation. To

inject the power, a rectangular pulsed voltage with a voltage of 8 kV and a pulse width of 100

rns was applied between the electrodes. When the pulsed high voltage was applied, the

particles were charged and accelerated from the lower electrode to the upper one if the

electrostatic force surpasses the gravitational force. Afterwards, the powder was ejected from

the hole of the upper electrode to the discharge space.

Fig.3 shows a snapshot of the injected

powder between the main discharge

electrodes. A stroboscopic lamp illuminated

the powder. This picture was taken at 120

ms after applying the rectangular pulsed

voltage, when the number of particles

becomes maximum value. It was observed

that about eighty particles were uniformly

distributed between the discharge electrodes.

Fig.3 Aspect of powder injection

2. Main disch arge system
The pulsed discharges were powered by a capacitor of 0.5 gF charged to -20 kV as shown

in Fig.2. The electrode separation was I Ornm for the main discharge. The discharge electrodes

and the powder injection system were placed in a vacuum chamber at a pressure of -5 Torr.

The tungsten, which has a high boiling point (3680K), was used as electrode material in order

to reduce the electrode erosion. The lower main electrode, which was also the electrode of the

powder injection system, was a grounded anode.

Since the injected particle distribution was spatially sparse, it was found to be difficult for

the powder itself to initiate the discharge in vacuum. To create a powder discharge with good

reproducibility, a preionization was employed to supply a sufficient amount of initial electrons.

For preionization discharge, we placed a third electrode of a tungsten wire near the center of

the high-voltage electrode for cathode. When the main capacitor discharge is fired, a surface

discharge occurs between the electrodes, charging a OOpF capacitor.
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111. Results and Discussion

1. Evolution of the discharge

The early stage of the powder discharge was observed using two high-speed cameras.

Framing pictures were taken by the Imacon 468 (Hadland Photonics) with an exposure time

of 50 ns. Streak pictures were taken by the Imacon 792 with a slit width of 50 gm. The slit

was installed in the rectangular direction to the electrode plane. Discharge currents were

measured using a Rogowskii coil. The temporal change of visible light intensity was

measured by a photo-multiplier via an optical fiber.

A set of framing pictures on the discharge without powder is shown in Fig.4. Although

these pictures were not taken in a same discharge, they were selected as showing the typical

profile at each time. In this case, the discharge had the property as a vacuum discharge. When

the capacitor was fired, the initial electrons created by the preionization discharge were

accelerated and collided with the anode. The evaporated material from the anode formed

anode plasma that expanded toward the cathode. Fig.5 shows a streak picture of the discharge.

The discharge current and the light intensity waveforms are shown in Fig.6. As an origin in

the time, the light intensity waveform rise-up time was chosen. In Fig.5, the light emission

was observed at the center of the anode at 0.5 ns. The peak of light intensity appeared during

the phase of current rise. The most part of light emission came from the anode plasma.

Fig.7, Fig.8 and Fig.9 are a set of fi-aming pictures, a streak picture, and the current and

light intensity waveforms for the powder discharge, respectively. In comparison with the

vacuum discharge, slightly different results are recognized in the powder discharge. In

Fig.7(a), light emission only from the particles were recorded. Te light was emitted from the

surface of the particles caused by electron bombardment. Light emission profile changes from

circular to diffusive manner such as in Fig.7(b). It seemed that the particles were made into

plasma at this time. In Fig.7(c) and Fig.7(d), the anode plasma developed toward the cathode

as was seen in the vacuum discharge mode. However, a pinched plasma channel was formed

between the cathode and the anode plasma. Temporal change of the discharge shows

complicated behavior as shown in Fig.8. Two peaks were observed in the light intensity

waveforin in Fig.9. The first peak appeared also in the vacuum discharge. The second peak

corresponds to the formation of the plasma channel, which can be seen in Fig.7(c) and

Fig.7(d).

In this experiment, plasma creation from the powder was hampered by the development of

the anode plasma. Therefore the sufficient energy was not injected to the powder. It may

possible to suppress the anode plasma by reducing the effective surface area t e ano e.
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2. Vaporization process of the powder

Framing pictures could not give us the

useftil data on the vaporization process of the

powder itself such as decrease of powder

diameter. We employed the laser

shadowgraphy to observe the outer diameter

of particles in the powder discharge. The ;MacKay-..,..":...

second harmonic, 532nm, of a pulsed

Nd:YAG laser with a pulse-width of ns

pulse was used. The shadowgraph was

recorded on the Polaroid films.

Fig. 10 shows a shadowgraph at the

vicinity of the anode in the powder discharge.

Three kinds of particle images can be

recognized in the picture. The smallest clear Fig. I 0 Shadow image of the powder

black one ad the one with fringes are the

particles with the original diameter that are not evaporated. Since the depth of focus was

shallow, the fringe patterns appeared for the particles in the out of focus. Ones with larger

diameter and blurred outer edge correspond to evaporating particles. The recorded diameter

for evaporating particles ranges from 1.5 to 3 times that of initial powder, because vapor

exists around the particles. At the following phase, the shadowgraph recorded clearly the

vapor from the anode of which amount was much larger than that from the particles.

IV. Conclusion

Early stage of discharge with the powder was examined using image-converter cameras and

laser shadowgraph with the Nd:YAG laser. The shadowgraph 'is a useful tool to observe the

vaporization process in the powder discharges. The evaporation of powder was occurred only

the beginning of discharges. At the following time, plasma creation from the powder was

hampered by the development of the anode plasma. It may possible to suppress the anode

plasma by reducing the effective surface area of the anode.
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Consideration of Scaling Laws in Plasma Focus Devices

Mehrdad Kashani and Tetsu Miyarnoto
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Abstract
The scaling laws in plasma focus discharges were studied. In our experimental results

that were obtained under the same conditions except for the cathode structure. The scaling

laws of the neutron yield in the bar and tubular cathode are different. In order to confirm the

difference, the scaling laws and experimental results obtained by many authors and devices

were summarized. These results do not seem to support our experimental results. However,

they were obtained in different devices with the bar or tubular cathode. Each result deviates

from the scaling law by about an order, which is bigger than the difference in both cases.

Hence, for a complete comparison it is necessary to investigate scaling laws for both types of

cathode in the same device.

Keyword: Plasma Focus, Scaling Laws, Neutron Yields, Cathode Effect, Energy dissipation

1. Introduction
The hot, dense plasma produced in plasma focus is a rich source of phenomena such as

the emission of intense radiation, neutron yield, as well as copious nuclear fusion products.

One of the important characteristics of plasma focus devices is that the scaling laws hold for

emitted neutrons under optimized experimental conditions, independently of the details of

devices. The various ways of neutron yield scaling to bank energy or discharge current have

been experimentally established or theoretically predicted. Most scaling laws for neutron

yield to bank energy or maximum current are Yoc EO with 165<0<2 or Yoc I' with 4<a<5,
respectively 1 Jr2j . There are a lot of experimental parameters required for optimizing neutron

yield, such as length of center electrode and outer electrode, radii of electrode, gas pressure,

impurities, insulator material, geometry and so on, but the cathode structure and cathode

parameters have been considered to have only a minor influence on the plasma focus

discharge. The optimum condition for each device is, roughly speaking, obtained by pinching

the plasma in front of the anode at the phase near the current maximum, in other words, by

concentrating the discharge energy in the pinch region. When the strong focus occurs, the

impedance of the pinch region increases enormously, and the circuit energy is concentrated

there. This is the reason why the scaling law holds independently of the details of devices.

The scaling laws obtained so far, however, include some ambiguities. There are based on the

results of different devices, and give only roughly the tendency data spread around the scaling
laws. The results obtained in our previous experiments, that is, the cathode structure

dependence, are masked in the scaling laws. The purpose of the present paper is to understand

the effect of the cathode in scaling laws.
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2. Experimental Result in Nihon University
We summarize the experimental results reported previously (the capacitance 22.5 F

and operating voltage 25 kV) with two types of cathode electrodes: (1) the cathode consisted

of sixteen bars arranged cylindrically and the cylindrical copper tube (Figure 1)

_49

el -_FM

(b)

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the device, (a) Bar Cathode (B) Tubular Cathode

(DAnode,(2)Pyrex glass,(Z Polyethylene,(I)One part of Cathode,(S Cathode and 6Vacuum Chamber

The short-circuited current was measured short-circuiting at the top of the anode. The

inductance estimated from this current differs fi-om the floating inductance or the zero

inductance at the phase of discharge starting. The inductance given in Table 1. (i.e., zero

inductance) is obtained subtracting the inductance around the anode.
Table 1. The results of experiments at each optimum condition

Plasma Focus Di harge Short-Circuited Discharge
Neutron

Type P (torr) tpi.h gs) lp(kA) t114 (Its) im kA) L.(nH) IFAM Yield
rs ot

Bar 4.5 1.62 211 1.5 314 48 0.67 1.2x I '
cathode

Tubular 2.5 1.34 168 1.2 350 35 0.48 3.6x I '
cathode

The experimental results are summarized as follows:

(1) The neutron yield is higher in the bar cathode than in the tubular one.

(2) The short-circuited current is lower in the former.

.(3) In spite of it, the maximum current in focus discharge (the current just before pinch) is

higher in the former.

(4) The optimum pressure is higher in the former.
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Fig.2'I'ypical current I and dt/dt signal in the bar cathode Fig.3 Neutron Yield vs. Gas pressure

The main difference between the bar and tubular cathodes was observed in the neutron

yield. The neutron yields were much lower in the tubular cathode than in the bar one. (See

Table I and Fig.3).

3. Interpretation of the Experimental Results

Figure 4 shows a simple diagram of the current sheath. In order to compare easily both

cathode conditions, the right half of the figure shows the bar cathode condition and the left

half the tubular.

0
0
0

0 

vA,

Fig. 4 Current sheath for tubular and bar cathode

This figure shows that most gas around the anode is compressed to the inner surface of

the tubular cathode after being ionized and heated, and that the plasma contacts to the cathode

in wide region. It seems that most of the energy would be lost due to thermal conduction or

due to ablation of the surface material of electrodes. While in the bar case the plasma escapes

through bars on the way moving along the axis in this case. The plasma moves to the tip of

the anode, forming a thin sheet. Most current flows through this plasma sheet. The contact

area and the plasma density near the cathode are smaller. As a result, the energy dissipation

smaller and the neutron yield is higher in the bar cathode than in the tubular cathode.
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4. Summary of Previous Experimental Results Obtained in Various Devices
Results of various plasma focus devices with bar and tubular cathodes were summarized

in Table 2 The scaling laws of the neutron yield to discharge current and stored energy have

been re-examined by cathode structure.

In Fig. the plasma discharge current as a function of stored energy is plotted. The

slope of the straight line compatible with these points shows that I increase in proportion to
E0 4 This relation is quite similar to previous resultSE41.

0 TubLdar C*v)cb I-E"
A Mr Cadwda 0

A

1000 

A
,goo I-0 .1 0 0

A
A

Nhw Utv

100- Nhm UrdvjWxho

A

0.1 1 10 100 1000

Sbomd Enww W)

Fig. 5 Stored energy vs. plasma discharge current for various plasma focus devices

The scaling laws of neutron yields to the stored energy and discharge current are shown

in Fig. 6 and 7 respectively.
103

IE12
0 likIr CadmdD

A 0 TUX*W QUM&
A Bar Cadmcb A 1E12 A Er C*VA A

N- io A
01 - 0 k" N

A 101
A

AD
A 0

100, 0 100 0"�b
0 Or,

Nhmutm*04 0 08-'� 0
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o 0 A N Lk-ivjdxdm)
A 1EB

1EB A

1E7

100 'KM Q1 1 10 im In

0jMt (m) 3 or aW W)

Fig.6 Neutron Yield vs. Discharge urrent Fig. 7 Neutron Yield vs. Stored Energy

These scaling laws are consistent with previous scaling laws, but fail to show a marked

difference between the bar and tubular cathodes.
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Table 2 List of characteristic data for various plasma focus devices

We Vo lp Im L, rA Rc tA.W, P Neutron
Device Name (U) (kV) (kA) (kA) IWIm (nH) (mm) (mm) (mm) (Torr) Yield

40NESSII"JDwnstadt 40 16 400 1800 0.22 24 - - - 5 2.8x]09
OPF-3601'(1 171 36 2100 - - - 100 150 300 9 1.2xI0"
9MAJA-PF131] 52 50 500 - - - - 1010
0DGID-AR191 0.86 17 - - - - - - 2.5 2.6x I '
4113urstpol 5.2 1 5 500 - - - - - - 6 4xJ0'
0VUNT-USA[III 25 20 1000 - - - 50 100 - 6.5 6XI09

4DAERO-CO[121 27 1 8 1 850 - - - 1 39 75 220 4 1 1.2xl0'0
OLOS-ALAI"I 36 20 700 - - - - - 4 2 I '0
OAFOSRI"I 8 7 500 - - - - 6 2.3 x 09
ODPF-781"I 28 60 900 - - - - - - 4 1.24xI0'0
OSNL-USA [21] 1.4 20 200 365 0.54 2 2 47 70 4.5 1.5x]O'
OMINIFOCUSI'l 1 2 20 430 1 585 0.73 70 1 25 45 212 2 1 109

91-W-FOCUS"I 1 2 85 560 620 0.90 35 1 2 30 40 8 3.9xI09
614YR-FOCUSI'l 1 2 20 550 1700 0.32 8.3 2 30 80 8 2.6xI09

171*New Mexico 8.9 80 260 585 0.44 116 6.35 50.8 124 -
A, Lirneill"I 27 40 520 530 0.98 192 50 100 250 3 5XI09

• DP-PA[2" 2.3 1 2 190 2.5 lo"
• DPF_4[14, 1 8 20 350 3 109
• SPEED 1121, 20 160 650 1000 0.65 40 50 150 65 3 2 I 0'0
ASPEED212/1 110 230 1000 3800 0.26 1 5 - - - 4 5xlO"
• POSEIDONI'91 280 60 1200 - - - 208 272 447 4 2.5xlO"
A IPF-2/20 20 7 - - - - . 48 83 - 4 2xI09
• PAC01'41 2 3 250 292 0.85 47 40 100 140 1 lo,
ACONICET"-'] 5 30 450 471 0.95 45 36 72 130 2 2x]08
A UNU/ICTPPFF 3 1 4 180 - - - 1 9 32 160 3 1.3xI0'
APF-l000(jtj,) 800 32.5 1500 - 8.9 115 200 600 - 4.6xI0'0
A Livermore Lab. 420 46 - - - - 1.2x 1012

ADP-UM"I 12 20 - - 6 5X108

r,,=Anoderadius R=Cathoderadius tA..d,=Anodelength

401'ubular Cathode A Bar Cathode

5. Conclusion

The experiment in Nihon University showed that the neutron yield was higher in the bar

cathode by about three times than in the tubular one. This result is understood as follows.

(1) The dissipated energy increases in relation the contact area between the plasma and the

cathode.

(2) The contact area and the plasma density near the contact area are smaller in the bar

cathode than in the tubular one.

(3) This results from the fact that the plasma can escape through the bars in the bar cathode.

(4) The result that the optimum pressure is higher in the bar cathode suggests the existence of

escaping plasma, and supports the above considerations.

On the other hand, the scaling law on the neutron yield obtained by many researchers shows
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that no difference exists between the bar and the tubular cathodes. The contradiction between
our experimental result and the previous scaling law is interpreted as follows:

(1) The scaling law having been obtained so far gives only rough estimation with deviation of

an on the neutron yield.

(2) The neutron yield depends on various parameters of devices and experimental conditions.

We should notice that the optimization in the previous experiments was carried out only
for limited parameters and conditions in each different device, and hence was not perfect.

(3) It is suggested from the fact that the experimental results deviate from the scaling law.
(4) The difference of neutron yield in both cathodes showed in our experiments is about three

times, and is within the ambiguity of the scaling law. Therefore, our experimental result

does not necessarily contradict the scaling law.

If the above interpretation is correct, the cathode effect on the neutron yield is observed only

by comparing neutron yield using exactly the same devices except for the cathode structure.

Then, the bar cathode will be better than the tubular one.
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DYNAMICS OF CAPILLARY DISCHARGE PLASMAS

AND LASING CONDITIONS
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Nagatsuta 4259 Midori-ku Yokohama, 226-8502, Japan

ABSTRACT

Dependencies of the lasing condition of capillary discharge plasma on the
initial gas pressure, rise rate of the feeding current; d/dt, and the length of the
plasma are experimentally investigated. The lasing time lengthens with the
increase of the initial gas pressure and decreases with the increase of dI/dt.
The lasing output exponentially increases with the plasma length, and it has an
optimum condition at proper values of the initial gas pressure and dFdt.
Correlations of the Z-pinch dynamics with the process to lead to the appropri-
ate plasma parameter for lasing are discussed based on the experimental
results.

1. Introduction

Generally, the shorter the wavelength is, the more detailed information we can get
using the light source. In addition, lasers have remarkable characters; monochromaticity,
directivity, high intensity and coherency. In order to utilize these features, it has been
looked for the realization of shorter wavelength lasers, with the recent technological
advances.

In 1984, groups at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and Prinston University
succeeded to get lasing at wavelength of about 2oo A. " They obtained the lasing
condition using laser ablation plasma. But, the facilities operated for the lasing
experiment were very large, expensive, and the energy efficiency was extremely low
(about 10-6 - -5). Therefore, this lasing method is considered to be difficult to use for
practical applications.

On the other hand, J. J. Rocca et al. at Colorado State University acquired lasing at
3p-3s transition (-469 A) of Ne-like argon, by fast capillary Z-discharges. 3) The Z-
discharge has possibility to accomplish practical lasing sources compared with the high-
power laser system, from the view point of energy efficiency, the size of devices, and so
on. Therefore, the fast capillary Z-discharges are paid attention as promising laser
sources at soft x-ray region.

In the discharge plasma, the fast pinching effect plays a dominant role to make the
high energy density plasma. The fast compression process inevitably accompanies the
energy dissipation. If we assume the pressure of compressed plasma is constant, this
means that the faster compression process makes hotter and lower density plasmas. In
addition, the interaction between the current sheet and the shock wave inside the
capillary makes an inner structure with temperature, density and velocity distribution, in
the plasma column. 4) All of these parameters affect the gain distribution, refraction of
stimulated emission and opacity of the resonance levels. Hence, for realizing larger
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energy and shorter wavelength lasers with capillary discharges, it is necessary to
understand the formation process of high energy density plasma.

We have experimentally investigated the lasing condition of Ne-like Ar, as a function
of initial Ar gas pressure in the capillary and the rising rate of driving current; ddt.
Based on the results, we discuss the correlation between the plasma dynamics and the
lasing condition in fast capillary discharge plasmas.

11. Operational principle of capillary discharge laser

A. Z-pinch process for the formation of lasing plasma

To make a lasing plasma, capillary discharges utilize Z-pinch processes: a high
current induced in a capillary compresses the plasma column by Lorentz force caused
by the induced magnetic field due to the high current itself By using a fast discharge
with uniform pre-ionization, we can avoid destructive magneto-hydrodynamic MUD)
instabil ities. 4) The parameters of compressed plasma are strongly affected by the
dynamics of the Z-pinch. The obtained high density and high temperature plasma has a
coaxial structure with large volume and high aspect ratio.

B. Z-scaling for lasing plasma

Shorter wavelength lasers can be obtained using isoelectronic sequence such as Ne-
like or Ni-like sequences of higher-Z atoms (Z-scaling). 5 A simplified pressure
balance; Bennet relation can estimate required current for making the lasing plasma as,

n = X P
e e 47r2(l + Z) r 2

where I is discharge current, r is the radius of plasma column and Z is the charge state
of compressed gas. 6) For this simplified estimation, a stable implosion without MHD
instabilities is assumed. Hence, Z-scaling to shorter wavelengths can be made simply by
increasing the discharge current. For example, Fig. I shows an example of the simplifled
scaling for d=-100ttm which is the diameter of the plasma column at maximum
compression. It says that a current of 10kA is required for Ne-like Ar, and expected
laser wavelength is about 500 A. Also, 200 kA is desired for Ni-like Xe. whose lasing
wave length is about 100 A. On the other hand, the actual compression processes
accompany inertial force effects, therefore it is expected that desired feed currents
become lower than the required currents shown in Fig. .

C. Characteristics of discharge excitation

In case of laser excitations, it is difficult to control the plasma parameters (electron
density and electron temperature) to appropriate values for lasing conditions, because
the laser plasma is intrinsically formed by expansion process. On the other hand, the
discharge excitation utilizes compression process to make the lasing plasma. The
parameters of core plasma, here the core means the most compressed state, depend on
the numerous operation parameters: density and temperature of the initial gas, the peak
value and its rise rate of feed current, and the diameter of a capillary tube. That is to say,
we have a possibility to control the compressed plasma conditions, for example by
changing the initial Ar gas pressure PAr and dl/dt. In other words, we can expect a
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optimization of the lasing conditions by changing PAr and dVdt.

111. Experiment apparatus

A. Discharge devices

We use two types of pulse-power devices for the experiments. One device called

"LIMAY" is composed of a Marx generator, a pulse forming line and a transmission
line.4) The maximum output voltage is 600 kV and the characteristic impedance is 3 Q,

hence it can drive a maximum peak current of 200 kA. Another device has a step-up
transformer type pulse generator and it can produce sinusoidal waveform, with
maximum current of 50 kA. 78)

B. Capillary load section and diagnostic devices

One of the structures of a capillary load part is shown in Fig.2. The capillary is made
of ceramic or pyrex glass, with the diameter of 3 mm, and the maximum capillary

length is 150 mm. We can change the capillary length by inserting a molybdenum rod
into the capillary. The parameter ranges we have investigated are the initial Ar gas

pressure of I 0 I 000 mTorr and dI/dt of I 0 I 00 A/ns. We detected the lasing signals
by a X-ray diode (XRD) and the current values by a Rogowski coil or a pickup coil.

Dividing the current value at lasing by the lasing time, we calculated the rising rate;
dI/dt. Here, we define the lasing time as the interval between current starting time and

the time when the lasing appears. To observe the pinching process we took photographs
by Imacon 648 from the perpendicular direction to the capillary.

IV. Experimental results and discussions

A. Lasing signals and gain coefficient

We obtained lasing signals by adjusting the condition of capillary discharges. Fig.3 is
a typical lasing waveform that we got in our experiments. The spike-like waveform in

Fig.3 indicates the XRD signal of the lasing. In this figure, "current" means the load

current in the capillary.
We examined the directivity of the spike-like waveform by changing the distance of

the XRD from the exit of the capillary. Fig.4 shows the XRD signals when the distances
from the exit of the capillary to the XRD are 120 mm and 600 mm respectively. As
Fig.4 shows, the attenuation of the spike-like waveform is quite less than other parts of

the waveform. when the distance is increased. This means that the spike waveform. has a
strong directivity than the other part of XRD signal.

Next, we measured the peak values of spike-like XRD signals as a function of the
plasma length. Fig.5 shows the results, which is indicating an exponential enhancement
of the spike-like XRD signals when the capillary length was increased. From this result,

we can estimate the gain coefficient to be 0.8 cm-'.
We could observe the lasing signal, only when we made pre-ionization discharge

with proper current level and timing before the fast main discharge. In order to
investigate the pre-ionization effect, we took the fast framing photographs of the
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discharge column with (Fig.6) and without (Fig.7) the pre-ionization, from the side
direction of the capillary. As shown, obviously the plasma evolution is disturbed by a
sausage-like instability without the pre-ionization.

B. Discussion about dynamics of capillary discharge plasmas

We have investigated the lasing times defined above and the peak values of the
spike-like XRD lasing signals as a function Of PAr and dUdt.

Fig.8 shows the lasing times as a function Of PAr with dI/dt as a parameter. The
higher the PAr was, the later the lasing times were; increases of the density of initial
enclosed gas delay the pinching speed.

On the other hand, Fig.9 shows the lasing times versus dl/dt with PAr as a parameter.
The higher the value of dI/dt was, the earlier the lasing times were; this means that large
values of dI/dt cause strong compression force and accelerate the pinching process.

These results clearly indicate that the lasing conditions depend on the dynamics of Z-
pinch and those qualitative behaviors are expected to be extrapolated to the operational
range of shorter wavelength, i.e., capillary discharges using heavier gas.

Fig.10 shows the peak values of spike-like XRD signals as a function Of PAr with
dI/dt as a parameter. There appeared the distributions that had a peak place. Fig. I I
shows a schematic n(density)-T(temperature) diagram of the expected compression
processes of the capillary discharge plasmas and the lasing parameter. The solid line in
Fig. I I corresponds to an isentropic process from a initial condition expressed by,

2n = nTl (2)
where no is an initial density. The dot-dashed line shows a condition of constant energy
density (P), based on the lasing condition of Ne-like Ar. Three dotted lines
schematically show the expected compression process for the formation of lasing
plasmas. Although these lines on the n-T diagram are drawn only for references, they
give us some insights into the plasma process for making the lasing condition. For
example when dUdt was 700-800 A/ns, we got the maximum spike-like XRD signals at
PAr = 500 rnTorr. Then, the compression process is considered to correspond to the
center line of the three dotted lines because the center dotted line intersects the core of
the estimated Ne-like Ar lasing domain. When PAr is decreased to about 400 mTorr, the
compression route is expected to shift to the lower line and when PAr is increased, for
example about 700 mTorr, the process is thought to shift to the upper line.

On the other hand, Fig. 12 shows the change of the peak value of the spike-like XRD
signals versus dl/dt when PAr was fixed. The spike-like XRD signals also have the
distributions against dUdt. Dotted lines in Fig 13 also give the anticipated compression
processes depending on the change of dl/dt. As shown in Fig. 12, at PAr = 300 mTorr, we
obtained the maximum spike-like XRD signals when the dl/dt is around 550 A/ns. Then,
the compression route is considered to go through the middle line of the three dotted
lines. In this case, when the dI/dt is increased, the compression process is expected to
shift to the lower line with smaller inclination shown in Fig.13, because stronger
compression is more dissipative during the compression processes.

V. Concluding Remarks

Characterizations of Z-pinch dynamics are crucially important for the optimization
and the extrapolation of operational range of capillary discharge lasers. We have
experimentally investigated the effect of Z-pinch dynamics on the formation of plasma
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appropriate for the lasing action. We can conclude the experimental results by next three
points;

I Lasing by Ne-like Ar was confirmed at discharge condition with proper
PAr and dI/dt;

2. Core plasma parameters depended on the initial gas density and dUdt of
the load current;

3. To lead the plasma parameters to proper conditions for lasings, we have to
control the initial conditions and/or the compression process.
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Fig.6 Framing photos of capillary discharge without pre-ionization
taken fi-om the perpendicular direction of capillary.

FIV,7 Framing photos o capillary discharge with pre-iOnlization taken
from the perpendicular drection f'capillary,
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di/dt 700-800 A/n s const.
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lary discharge.
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